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How to hollow out nano coated copper wire, high temperature melts Cu not Nano, 

Making a AC capacitor with 9 nano wires across Al+, get Ac voltage, also from breath 

get voltage, Measure Voltage in kiss, 80% of Energy we get from the environment, this is 

a test for that, Skin of Man,  

Magnets and spherical magnet rotate perpetual, this is how the planets rotate,  

(1:35 Quote by Jung about opposites.. Collected Works Vol 8, Structure and Dynamics of 

the psyche, Paragraph 189, : The shuttling to and fro of arguments and affects represents 

the transcendent function of opposites. The confrontation of two positions generates a 

tension charged with energy and creates a living, third thing -- not a logical stillbirth in 

accordance with the principle tertium non datur but a movement out of the suspension 

between two opposites, a living birth that leads to a new level of being, a new situation. 

The transcendent function manifests itself as a quality of conjoined opposites. So long as 

these are kept apart - naturally for the purpose of avoiding conflict -- they do not function 

and remain inert.) 

Diabetes emotional problem, ADD (need attention, be loved),  Lungs no O2 crossing the 

lungs, oxygen given is converted to nitrogen,  

No Reincarnation you carry all the information through RNA & DNA, if you remember 

past life it's actually in your ancestral DNA,  "new" soul created in Mothers womb, added 

to the knowledge that exists, RNA like database stores all past knowledge of all the 

Creation, Information kept in plasmatic condition no material condition, Cup of Life all 

systems in 1 cup,  Lady coming out of the Coma, Coating wires, Aura detector Keshe 

working on one,  Transferring plasma from one reactor to another via a nano coated pipe,   

 


